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Big Time Gaming presents: Queen of Riches
Step back into ancient Egypt with Queen of Riches!

Watch as reels expand up to 7 symbols high, unlocking massive winning potential with up to 117,649 
Megaways™. Enjoy Full Reel Wilds featuring Cleopatra herself, who can count up to 7 icons and substitute 
for any symbol. Wild multipliers boost your rewards up to x7 per reel, turning every spin into a heart-pounding 
treasure hunt. 

When multiple Full Reel Wilds join forces, they multiply for monumental rewards! These powerful Full Reel 
Wilds appear on reels 2 to 6, revealing the treasures of the ancient world. Each spin brings the excitement of 
Reel Clones, randomly transforming 2 to 6 reels into identical matches. Full Reel Wilds can also be cloned, 
creating up to 5 sets of multiplier-packed Wild reels, with each multiplier randomly assigned, promising 
divine wins with every spin.

Embark on this epic adventure and claim the riches of the pharaohs!

• Iconic Megaways™ mechanic. 
• Full Reel Wilds multiply wins up to x7. 
• Every spin can clone 2 to 6 reels. 

HIGHLIGHTS

GENERAL INFORMATION

Volatility Very High

Max Stake

Features

€/£/$ 3 (Max Exposure 250,000), 6 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 12 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

3 (Megaways™, Full Reel Wilds, Reel Clone)

RTP

Min Stake

Win Ways

86.09%, 94.09%, 96.90%

€/£/$ 0.20

117,649

Reels x Rows

Max Win

6 x 7

77,800x
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GAME FEATURES

DESKTOP + MOBILE
Experience the magic of Full Reel Wilds, which can count as up to 7 icons 
and substitute for any symbol. Watch your winnings soar as Wilds multiply 
any combinations by up to x7. When multiple Full Reel Wilds join forces, they 
multiply each other for monumental rewards. A combination of 2 Full Reel 
Wilds, each with x7 multipliers, skyrocket wins to an astonishing x49! These 
powerful Full Reel Wilds appear on reels 2 to 6. 

Full Reel Wilds

Every spin in Queen of Riches brings the excitement of Reel Clones, randomly 
transforming 2 to 6 reels into identical matches. Full Reel Wilds can also be 
cloned, creating up to five sets of multiplier-packed Wild reels. Each multiplier 
is randomly assigned, promising wins worthy of the gods with every spin.

Reel Clone

OSS Game Type

queenofriches

queenofriches

queenofriches

OSS ID

queenofrichev186

queenofrichev100

queenofrichev194

RTP

86.09%

96.90%

94.09%

About Big Time Gaming
BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Queen of Riches and Megaways™. The game is responsive to any height and 
width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

GAME IDs and RTPs

Download the full promo pack: HERE

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/queen-of-riches

